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the alien has a basic means of movement, however it must find a source of fuel to do so. fuel can be found in the form
of human corpses, which can be dragged and thrown around, or synthetics, which can be used to perform a thrust or
grapple move. as the alien cannot swim, it must find a source of water, or 'harvest' to do so. this can be found in the

form of bio-filters, aquanauts, dolphin pods, or synthetic lifeforms. additionally, the alien can use 'harvest' to enter the
bio-filter, where it will be healed and energised for movement. the xenomorph is similarly a fairly weak melee-based
monster. unlike the predator, however, it doesn't have a brutal melee attack or two. the xenomorph's most common
attack is the slash attack, which is a swipe attack that does a good amount of damage, and then they have the heavy
bite, which deals more damage with a longer attack time. additionally, there's the cock-knife, which is a curved knife
attack that can be used to stun and move a marine or other object, and the alien can also fire its acidic blood. sonic,

the game's mascot, was shown in a cutscene in aliens . he is shown to be an alien hunter, and the enemies of the
xenomorphs. sonic is a by-product of the human transformation into an alien, and can be either good or evil depending

on the side he's on. sonic is shown to be a hunter of the xenomorphs and is even seen destroying a xenomorph in a
cutscene. the game is highly regarded for its survival horror elements, and in particular for its superb sound effects.

there are many sound effects that the team recorded, particularly of the alien's head moving. these sound effects were
originally intended to be included in the game, but were cut due to time constraints, thus making the game's scary

moments less effective.
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heading down the main corridor of the pyramid,
rookie reaches the room containing the alien

queen, only to find that it is already awake and
has begun harvesting the queen's blood cells. the

queen attacks rookie, who is forced to fight the
xenomorph with his head, as the only place he
can escape is via the ventilation shaft. after a

brutal battle, rookie defeats the xenomorph and
is able to kill it. he then flees the pyramid before

the queen can kill him. despite having almost
died in the battle, rookie is still alive and is taken
to the dropship cyclops, which has been in orbit

over the colony since the battle. he is confronted
by a hive on the dropship and is forced to fight
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the aliens. after this, rookie is transferred to the
weyland-yutani prison, where he and the marines

discover the remaining predators have been
converted into human soldiers. the marines force

them out of the colony, but the prison is
destroyed before they can be taken into custody.
if the player fails to kill the alien that is attacking,

the predator's armor will degrade and, if the
armor is completely depleted, the predator will
suffer a critical hit. if the predator is killed, the
xenomorph (and all other aliens) will disengage
from the game, ending the mission. the player

may return to the mission and attempt to
eliminate any remaining aliens before the

mission ends. the player has access to the hud
similar to that of the original games, featuring a
health meter and a rechargeable "rage meter"
that, if depleted, will force the player to attack.
this meter is replenished by killing aliens and

xenomorphs, and can be refilled through the use
of health shards. an "alien hunt meter" is

displayed in the top-right corner of the hud, and
is used to mark the number of xenomorphs killed.
the meter disappears if it is empty; if the player
survives an attack from a xenomorph, the alien

hunt meter is replenished and the level is
cleared. 5ec8ef588b
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